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1 New 

Perspectives

disdain

focused

genius

perspective

prospect

stunned

superb

transition

  Approaching   serious, furious, eruption, destruction, direction, position, 

forgetful, comfortable, finally, usually, happily, sadly, eventually, carefully, 

electric, allergic, pacific, safety, activity, sickness

  On Level   serious, furious, eruption, destruction, direction, position, 

forgetful, comfortable, finally, usually, apparently, completely, eventually, 

carefully, microscopic, allergic, scientific, safety, activity, sickness

  Beyond   seriously, furiously, aquatic, eruption, destruction, mathematics, 

forgetful, comfortably, subconscious, sensible, unforgettable, 

questionable, eventually, microscopic, allergic, scientific, enjoyable, 

charitable, improvement, argument

2 Better Together assume

guarantee

nominate

obviously

rely

supportive

sympathy

weakling

  Approaching   sweet, peel, peer, pole, poll, peal, waste, manner, your, 

manor, pier, waist, you’re, presents, chews, presence, choose, flour, 

flower, suite

  On Level   sweet, prey, peer, pole, poll, pray, waste, manner, current, 

manor, pier, waist, currant, presents, counsel, presence, council, 

stationary, stationery, suite

  Beyond   sweet, principle, principal, peer, bazaar, bizarre, allowed, 

manner, current, manor, pier, aloud, currant, presents, counsel, presence, 

council, stationary, stationery, suite

3 Our Changing 
Earth 

atmosphere

decays

gradual

impact

noticeably

receding

stability

variations

  Approaching   prewash, disable, discolor, mistaken, preheats, misplace, 

incorrect, dislike, preview, pretest, mislead, discomfort, dismount, 

misunderstand, disobey, dishonest, instep, disagree, indirect, invisible

  On Level   prewash, disable, discolor, mistaken, preheats, mistrust, 

incorrect, disconnect, preview, prejudge, misjudge, discomfort, dismount, 

misunderstand, disobey, dishonest, injustice, disapprove, inexpensive, 

indefinite 

  Beyond   prerequisite, disable, dismantle, mistaken, predisposition, 

mistrust, inaccurate, disconnect, preview, prejudge, misjudge, discomfort, 

dismount, misunderstand, discontent, dishearten, injustice, disapprove, 

inexpensive, indefinite
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4 Now We Know approximately
astronomical
calculation
criteria
diameter
evaluate
orbit
spheres

  Approaching   sadness, gladness, needless, harmless, darkness, fullness, 
stillness, hopeless, fearless, weakness, bottomless, foolishness, fondness, 
effortless, restless, happiness, forgiveness, motionless, tireless, goodness

  On Level   sadness, gladness, needless, harmless, darkness, fullness, 
stillness, hopeless, fearless, weakness, bottomless, foolishness, fondness, 
effortless, meaningless, emptiness, forgiveness, motionless, ceaseless, 
fierceness 

  Beyond   vastness, eeriness, breathless, harmless, peacefulness, 
numbness, stillness, merciless, sleeveless, weakness, bottomless, 
foolishness, fondness, effortless, meaningless, emptiness, forgiveness, 
motionless, ceaseless, fierceness 

5 Scientific 
Viewpoints

agricultural
declined
disorder
identify
probable
thrive
unexpected
widespread

  Approaching   impress, correct, elect, discuss, locate, decorate, confuse, 
estimate, impression, correction, election, discussion, location, 
decoration, confusion, estimation, relate, direct, relation, direction

  On Level   impress, correct, elect, discuss, locate, decorate, confuse, 
estimate, impression, correction, election, discussion, location, 
decoration, confusion, estimation, concentrate, exhaust, concentration, 
exhaustion 

  Beyond   impress, predict, prediction, discuss, inflect, inflection, confuse, 
estimate, impression, appreciate, appreciation, discussion, motivate, 
motivation, confusion, estimation, concentrate, exhaust, concentration, 
exhaustion
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